For Immediate Release

Neuwaukum Industries Inc. Keeps You in Compliance
Goblin® Peripheral Vision System™ Meets New ANSI A10.47 Standard
Seattle, Washington —February 9, 2010 —The American Society of
Safety Engineers (ASSE) announced the approval of a new ANSI standard (effective
February 24, 2010) to create safer work zones for highway construction. In a press
release dated Jan. 5, 2010 ASSE detailed the approval of the standard and their
hopes of protecting workers.
Neuwaukum Industries Inc. (NII) was pleased to see parts of the standard address the
serious issue of runover/backover prevention with methods to ensure workers are
protected, including: section 5.2.2 "mount mirrors on the flagger's hard hat" and
section 6.1.1 "other assistive devices, e.g., mirrors mounted on the worker's hard hat".
For information on the new ANSI/ASSE A10.47 standard or to purchase a copy,
please contact Tim Fisher at tfisher@asse.org.
“We are proud to say the Goblin® Peripheral Vision System™ meets the new ANSI
A10.47 standard and was designed to reduce the risk of injury or death from vehicles
and heavy equipment approaching from behind, along with other work zone hazards”,
said Donn Bauer, C.E.O. of NII. “With the help of ANSI, OSHA, and other Risk
Management Associations we want to put an end to tragic worker fatalities caused by
runovers and backovers on job sites.”
NII has a mission for 2010: Team up with legislators, insurance companies, safety
associations, training programs and all who will participate in protecting
construction/mining workers by providing them with safer work zones. The first step in
that mission is spreading the word that runovers/backovers are a serious issue and
there is a way to prevent them: The Goblin® Peripheral Vision System™.
To kick off this 2010 mission NII is exhibiting at World of Asphalt on Feb.16-18 in
Cincinnati, OH. The Goblin® Peripheral Vision System™ will be the highlight of the
show, but NII will also unveil the prototype for their next version of Goblin® - the soft
hat (baseball cap) version. This new version is crucial to the mission because not all
job sites require workers to wear a hard hat, yet the dangers still exist. Visit NII at
World of Asphalt (booth 1629) and see how they are “Keeping Safety in Site™”.
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